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THE AESTHETICS OF MEMORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
I \ Ira Nowinski's photographs of Holocaust memorials were taken between December 1987 and September 1989. They record sites, landscapes, and sculptures in seven countries: Austria, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the German Democratic Republic, Israel, Poland, and the United States.
Photographs are a form of communication, serving simultaneously as objective and subjective documents. But even in the straight documentation of landscape and architectural photography, it is possible to introduce new and unconventional vantage points (photo 127). The changing of angles by photographing downward or the use of closeups to enlarge patterns, textures, and structures that might ordinarily pass unnoticed are part of a wide range of choices available to the professional photographer (see photo 52). The photographs were taken in early spring and late autumn in ob-
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lique natural lighting, thereby accentuating the mood of the various sites and monuments.
Nowinski's photographs direct the viewer's attention to the object relationships between monument and landscape, thereby encouraging a fresh view of even such well-known sites as Dachau (photos 124-28). His documentary style discloses the unexpected and the haunting natural beauty that exists even at sites of humanity's evil (photo 125). These photographs enable the reader to access the visual heritage of the Holocaust.
The images themselves reveal the paradoxical answer to the question posed in this book's title, In Fitting Memory-that various nations and artists have used different strategies to memorialize the victims of the Holocaust. These secular shrines rooted in contemporary needs provide an institutional anchor for public memory, irrespective of the skill of their artistic solutions. 
